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Polo Moderno

VOLTRON® professional LED lighting for gardens/parks or 

car parks/driveways.Unique concept with high light output (> 

140Lm/W) and special lenses that ensure a wide light distribution.

The luminaire is built according to the circular principle: power 

supply and light source can be replaced quickly and easily.The 

waterproofness is achieved with a unique ALU inner housing 

instead of aging rubbers because of moisture and UV light.The 

luminaire is constructed from anodized ALU 80x60x4mm with 

base plate.Type : PMODERNO-20-WW-85 : 20W - 2700K - CREE XBD 

Power LEDs (10x) - 2845Lm - Power supply MeanWell included - 

IP65 - Height = 850mm - Color = black (AkzoNobel).Warranty = 5 

years.
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Productnumber Barcode CCT IP value Led chip
PMODER-
NO-20-WW-85 LH-1195 2700K 65 CREE XBD

Voltage Wattage Height Width Thickness

220v 20W 90,5CM 32CM 8CM

Finish color CRI Lxx @Ta=25°C UGR MacAdam

Black >83 L80 >40.000 <22 3

Spread angle Lumen Driver included Constant current Packed per

30°90° 2845Lm V V 1

Technical data

Specification text*
VOLTRON® professional LED lighting for gardens/parks or car parks/driveways.Unique concept with high light output (> 140Lm/W) and 

special lenses that ensure a wide light distribution.The luminaire is built according to the circular principle: power supply and light source 

can be replaced quickly and easily.The waterproofness is achieved with a unique ALU inner housing instead of aging rubbers because of 

moisture and UV light.The luminaire is constructed from anodized ALU 80x60x4mm with base plate.Type : PMODERNO-20-WW-85 : 20W 

- 2700K - CREE XBD Power LEDs (10x) - 2845Lm - Power supply MeanWell included - IP65 - Height = 850mm - Color = black (AkzoNobel).

Warranty = 5 years.

* Available on the website
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*LH-1195*
Product barcodeDirect link website

Photometric diagram

Extra information
All information, specification texts, photos, technical drawings, connection diagrams, photometric .LDT files can be found via this clickable

direct link: https://www.voltron-lighting.com/product/EN/63/1195/Polo_Moderno--PMODERNO-20-WW-85  

or can be requested through your contact person.

The Voltron® name and logo as well as product names are part of the Voltron® Lighting Group and are protected by national and international laws.  
The usage rights, reproduction rights as well as the intellectual rights are the exclusive property of the Voltron® Lighting Group.
Voltron® pays a lot of attention to the correctness and completeness of the information. However, it cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracy and / or omission.  
All images and texts are protected under copywrite law and may not be used or multiplied without express permission.

Areas of application
Garden lighting for medium and large gardens / Garden path lighting / Office driveways / Unique concept of 20W with special lenses ensures 

great light distribution


